Abstract-The detection and identification of metal items and, in particular weapons, of linear size ≥ 10 cm, concealed upon the human body, is demonstrated as being entirely feasible by using a phased array of suitably ultra wide band transceivers. The complex natural resonances and especially the fundamental resonance, are excited by ultra wide band, stepped frequency continuous wave illumination of the target, using a phased array of antennae to focus the radiation. Broadband illumination of the target with microwave radiation of suitable frequency range (Typically 0.3-3 GHz for handgun sized objects) excites low order complex natural resonances and the late time response of the concealed item can be spatially located using phased array imaging techniques. Further processing of the late time response enables classification of the concealed object, based on the complex natural resonant frequencies of the object, so that threat items such as handguns and knives can be differentiated from benign items such as mobile phone handsets and cameras.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to detect weapons concealed under clothing, upon the human body is an area of active research as there is currently an urgent requirement for rapid screening of persons at key security sites. A deployable system must be able detect multiple concealed metal items and be capable of effective, robust and reliable discrimination of these objects so that false alarm rates are kept low and the probability of positive detection and identification high.
Considerable research effort has been invested into developing systems capable of fulfilling these requirements; with the very great majority of these efforts taking a millimeter wave imaging approach [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Research in millimetre wave imaging, in the frequency range of 30-300 GHz has yielded several systems which are currently used to screen people in sensitive areas such as airports. The current trend is towards higher frequencies, with terahertz (> 1 THz) imaging offering enhanced imager quality and detection and discrimination of concealed objects at greater stand-off ranges than is achievable with millimeter wave imaging [1, 2, 5] . Other techniques are also employed for security screening with the conventional pulse induction metal detector portal being almost ubiquitous at airports. These devices work by inducing eddy currents in metal objects, concealed and carried on person, and measuring the time taken for the resulting magnetic field to decay. However both millimeter wave imaging and simple metal detection systems have no inherent ability to discriminate objects. In millimeterwave imaging there can be a skilled operator whose job it is to interpret the imagery captured and decide whether there is a suspicious object which requires further investigation or the skilled operator can be replaced with a suite of image processing algorithms to autonomously perform the task of recognition. A simple metal detector will just have a threshold value for object enhanced decay time of the magnetic field -thus there will be only a very crude discrimination based on the approximate size of the metal object.
Non-imaging techniques for the detection and discrimination of concealed threats are not limited to simple metal detection portals. Several promising techniques have been explored that enable nonimaging detection of concealed threats at stand-off distances [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
These techniques are either based on polariemetric radar implemented at microwave or millimeter frequencies [15, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] or on excitation of the natural resonances of metal objects at microwave frequencies [14, 16] . This article addresses the latter group and investigates how some technical issues that prevent robust concealed object detection and recognition may be surmounted.
A pulse synthesized, time domain approach relying on Stepped Frequency Continuous Wave (SFCW) radar implemented in a phased array of antenna is proposed. Both the location of items (that support appreciable induced surface currents) concealed on the human body and the nature of these concealed items can be determined by making use of the well known and characteristic ringing that occurs when these items are excited with radiation that matches their resonant frequencies [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
When any metallic object is illuminated with a broadband electromagnetic pulse or by a pulse that is synthesized in the frequency domain as in the case of Stepped Frequency Continuous Wave illumination [35] the scattered radiation from the object contains aspect independent information [25] , which can be used to identify the object if these parameters are known a-priori. The Late Time Response (LTR), which arises from the circulation of surface currents on the surface of the object, is that part of the scattered signal which is emitted from the object after the exciting pulse has traversed the object. It can be shown that the LTR can be expressed as a superposition of damped sinusoids [25] and further that the Complex Natural Resonant (CNR) frequencies contained in the LTR are aspect independent.
If sampled with a time resolution of ∆t using a digital system such as a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA), the scattered electromagnetic field h in the time domain data can be written as
where Z m = −α m + i2πν m are the aspect independent CNR frequencies, M is the number of CNR's excited in the LTR and B is background clutter that arises from contributions to the LTR signal that do not have foundation in re-radiation from the excited surface currents (e.g., from the human body) and corrupts the LTR. The complex amplitudes C m depend upon the form of the illuminating pulse and the orientation of the target and therefore are not useful for target identification purposes. The model order M depends on the bandwidth of the microwave illumination, the target's shape and the local dielectric environment in which the target resides [14, [25] [26] [27] . Equation (1) , excluding the background clutter term B, is the impulse response of the target, and since no antenna has infinite bandwidth, the received data will actually be a convolution of the transmitted excitation pulse with the impulse response of the target and the impulse response of the receiver.
Here ⊗ denotes the discrete one dimensional convolution operation and P is the pulse to be transmitted and h is the target impulse response. T and R denote transmitter and the receiver impulse responses respectively. C is the received signal that has no origin from the metal target.
In practice, only the first few complex natural resonances are excited with significant amplitude to be practically observable [14, 16] and the higher order CNR decay more rapidly so that the LTR can Figure 1 . Scattering of microwave radiation from the human body results in reception of signals which have no foundation in the reradiating target (here a handgun) current, these signals then superpose the LTR of any concealed target objects making detection, location and identification of concealed threats very difficult.
only usefully be used to give a few aspect independent CNR frequencies for object identification.
The major problem that hampers the CNR approach to identifying concealed weapons upon the human body arises from the differential time delay in the reception of scattered signals from the body, see Figure 1 . Here the paths, from the transmitter to the target's head and back to the receiver, − − → AB, and that from the transmitter to the target's feet and back to the receiver, − − → EF , are longer than the path from the transmitter to the concealed handgun and back to the receiver, − − → CD. This results in any LTR being superposed and corrupted with the prompt or reflected returns from the more distant parts of the body; this makes the spatial localisation and identification of any threats concealed on the human body very difficult, if not impossible. This effect is clearly absent in the equivalent airborne target situation where the LTR of the airborne target is not degraded by reflections or 'clutter' from other objects that scatter radiation and then are received as overlapping the target LTR. Application to on body detection involves the target object(s) being located on, a much bigger, scattering structure (the human body), which does not have its own LTR as surface currents cannot flow for significant time after excitation, unlike a handgun where an LTR ∼ 10 ns is typical [14, 16] . The reception of these scattered signals, which do not have an origin in the induced surface currents that circulate on the metal object, simultaneously with the object's LTR, gives a signal, which, although it contains aspect information of any concealed metallic targets, is dominated and obscured by the background term B in (1) . The form of B is unpredictable as the body changes posture and orientation and human bodies are inherently of different shapes and sizes so this effect cannot be effectively removed by signal processing techniques.
One possible way to minimize the background clutter term B in (1) is to spatially localize the transmitted illumination or the field of regard of the receiver. If a sufficiently small area of the body can be illuminated, then the scattered signal from the body and any concealed item within the localized area of illumination will consist of the immediate or prompt reflection of the incident pulse from both body and the concealed target (these prompt reflections will be received practically simultaneously if the path length to the receiver is large compared with the size of the interrogated area) and the LTR of the concealed item convolved in the time domain with the excitation pulse. Under these circumstances the LTR will no longer be corrupted by superposition with clutter and the aspect independent CNR frequencies may be successfully extracted from the LTR using the Generalized Pencil Of Function (GPOF) method [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] to decompose the LTR into a set of complex residues and poles by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. The complex residues are the amplitudes C m and the poles are the CNR Z m from (1). In the case of a real valued time domain signal, CNR that correspond to physical resonances manifest as complex conjugate pairs whereas those CNR with no conjugate pairs are not physical and this fact is used to filter out spurious CNR. The CNR with α m < 0 can also be discarded, as they give rise to exponentially growing resonances which are also not physical solutions. The GPOF method is the most efficient way of decomposing signals of the form given in (1), providing the term B is Poisson noise [36] , as would be expected for a target in an anechoic environment; however, since this is not the case for on body detection and B is certainly a non-Poisson "noise" source this means that the GPOF algorithm may not be optimal for this purpose.
PHASED ARRAY IMAGING
Phased array technology, both for beam steering and for imaging applications [42] have been widely studied and reported in the literature. In the beam steering case each transmitter element comprising the phased array antenna is fed a phase shifted input signal with respect to another transceiver element (equivalent in the time domain to time shifted). This is done according to a pre-calculated prescription (based on the range to the desired focusing plane, transmitter element separation and desired lateral focal position), so that at the desired point in the desired focal plane the emitted signals from all antennae comprising the array arrive coherently and so constructively interfere at that point. In this way an antenna, comprising an array of low gain elements, can give large gains and can be both electronically steered and focused. A similar but reciprocal methodology applies to utilizing a phased array of antennae for imaging (receiving). Here an array comprised of spatially separated, low gain receiving elements, is used to capture data over a time interval of interest. The temporal data from each receiving element is then time shifted (equivalent to a phase shift in frequency domain) such that all signals emitted from one lateral point on the desired image plane are coherent (this is equivalent to time shifting so that all signals from the desired point in the desired image plane arrive simultaneously in all receiver elements). The resulting shifted data from each receiver element is the summed to give the reconstructed image of the point in the image plane. In this way an image consisting of multiple points in the desired image plane can be reconstructed (this can be done retrospectively in software by applying the correct time shifts, or equivalent phase shifts, to each receiver element's data).
A brief mathematical description of the operation of phased antennae arrays for the purposes of beam steering and imaging is now presented. We represent the amplitude emitted by the transmitter pixel m, n at a time step k by, A [m, n, k], where the time step is defined as t = k∆t where ∆t is the time resolution (determined by the bandwidth of the illuminating pulse) and the spatial step is defined by x = m∆x and y = n∆x. Similarly the amplitude at the p, q pixel of the focal plane at time step l where t = l∆t is represented by A [p, q, l] . The relationship between the time steps l and k is simply,
where t delay [m, n, p f , q f ] is the time delay (or equivalent phase shift) that needs to be introduced to the m, n transmitter element to steer the beam to the pixel p f , q f on the focal plane and t tof [m, n, p, q] is the time of flight for a pulse emitted from the m, n transmitter element to the p, q pixel on the focal plane. The relationship between the amplitude on the transmit A and focal planes A can be shown to be;
Hence applying Equations (3) and (4) we have,
The time of flight and required time delay can be shown to be satisfied by (6) and (7):
In the case of phased array imaging the focal plane p, q is now the source of emission and appropriate delays are applied to the receivers m, n to image that point.
The time delays applied to the received data to image coherently emission from the pixel given by p f , q f are:
The time of flight is, as before, given by (6) . Relating amplitudes on both planes,
where we now have the relationship between time steps
and hence
To reconstruct the image all receiver channels are summed with appropriate shift and the resultant of that summation is the image pixelÂ
Although the above treatment is argued in the time domain, as the authors feel this approach is more intuitive, the proposed system uses SFCW to synthesize sharp pulses in the time domain [35] so the phased array focusing is carried out at each frequency step used in the SFCW system. In this case the time delays required for constructive interference are introduced as phase shifts in each of the frequency steps that are used for SFCW pulse synthesis. It should be noted that one obtains the same end results independently of whether the phased array focusing is carried out by means of time shifts or phase shifts.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The equations presented were implemented in the commercially available mathematics package MATLAB to simulate the situation of illuminating a target (human and/or handgun) by a beam steered, phased array of UWB transmitter elements and subsequent imaging of the scattered signals by a nominally identical phased array of receiver elements. The illuminating beam is steered onto the central area of the human body, at waist level (see Figure 3 ) and imaging is achieved by reconstruction of a field of view sufficient to include the entire human body. Figure 2 . The geometry of the phased array system consists of two parallel planes separated by a distance z. The coordinates x , y describe the phased array plane and the coordinates x, y describe the plane which the array is focused upon. When discretised these coordinates are replaced by the integers m, n and p, q respectively which label pixels. The receiver array is co-aligned in the same plane as transmitter array; see Figure 2 , although this configuration requires a transceiver capable of simultaneous transmission and reception with single antenna element. An alternative arrangement would be to have separate transmission and receiving arrays positioned adjacent to one another. Two sizes of phased array systems are simulated, the larger consisting of a square populated by 10 by 10 (100 in total) transceiver elements, and the smaller with 4 by 4 (16 in total) transceiver elements. The transceiver elements are arranged equidistantly and with phase centers separated by 50 cm (about the size of a single antenna). Results are also presented for a single transceiver where there is no focusing by a phased Figure 4 . The monocycle pulse that is assumed to be the transmitted time domain pulse as synthesized using SFCW. The time resolution is 0.2 ns corresponding to an antenna bandwidth of ∼ 5 GHz.
array. The results from the transceiver array are defined at a spatial resolution of 10 cm. The UWB antenna used for each transceiver element is loosely based on a RC (Resistive Capacitance) loaded bow tie antenna proposed for ground penetrating radar work [43] . GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) has similar antenna requirements to those needed for CNR based on body concealed weapon detection. This antenna can pass a monocycle pulse of width ∼ 1 ns, with minimal ringing (see Figure 4) , which gives a good broadband emission over a frequency range of 0.3-5 GHz (encompassing the first several CNR of a typical handgun) [14] .
Such a frequency response is essential for obtaining a clean LTR from any excited metal targets, since a sharp, well defined pulse in the time domain can be synthesized by using SFCW techniques and will result in minimal interference with the target LTR (2) Each antenna is also assumed to have, for simplicity, zero gain, so that it radiates isotropically and the temporal pulse passed is identical in all directions. Although antenna that work in the desired frequency range may have a reasonable gain (typically > 2 dBi), they need to be quite large for an appreciable directivity. The zero intrinsic gain assumption is not, therefore, an unreasonable approximation for small antenna. To include the non-zero intrinsic gain of each transceiver element the amplitudes in (14) and (21) would need appropriate scaling factors that depend, in general, on the direction of propagation and thus the synthesized temporal pulse passed would also be a function of propagation direction.
The LTR for an automatic handgun (see Figure 5 ) was generated by using the first three CNR obtained from finite element modeling of such a weapon [14] using GPOF method [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] to decompose the numerically simulated LTR into a set of complex amplitudes and poles by solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. The amplitudes being used are for a typical orientation (side on, with a 45 degree barrel tilt with respect to the incident electric field polarisation), and performing a convolution of this time series data with the monopulse assumed emitted by the antenna. In this way the frequency characteristics of the antenna are included in the simulation and this is important as it found in practice that this is a key limitation of CNR recovery from LTR [14] [15] [16] . The effects of the antenna response have to be removed by deconvolution with the known response and is typically performed in the frequency domain and is a pre-requisite of finding accurate CNR. Without the deconvolution of the antenna response, the CNR are shifted and in the case where the antenna has its own late time resonances these dominate and mask the CNR of any concealed objects.
The lateral spatial resolution of an active microwave imaging system operating in the frequency range required (for excitation of the fundamental CNR), even with such a large aperture as the one proposed, will be poor. The images so constructed will be of very coarse quality, such that even the broad outline of the human body will be uncertain; however this lack of detail is not important for the approximate isolation of any concealed metal items, since their associated LTR will show up in the temporal component of the image and the spatial location of the source of these LTR's does not really need to be any more precise than the size of a human body upon which the object is concealed (∼ 1 metre). This will allow individual people to be screened by presence or indeed absence of LTR and any LTR traces tied to individuals, since the spatial localization of the sources of these LTR's is easily sufficient for this purpose. The complex permittivity of water at 1 GHz ∼ 80 + i4.4 [44] is used to estimate the absolute reflectivity value of human tissue ∼ 0.80 and this value is used in this simulation. Metallic items are assumed to reflect all incident radiation, and thus have an absolute value of reflectivity of 1.
RESULTS
The handgun and the human body simulations are run separately (see Figure 3) and the results are then superposed to simulate the case of a person carrying a concealed handgun. In these simulations the range to the target from the phased array antenna to the human body and/or gun is two metres, as this distance represents a reasonable range of operation for the envisaged use as a screening portal; at much longer ranges the beam size becomes too large to illuminate and image a localised part of the human body and the consequent temporal broadening degrades the quality of the LTR, as is discussed in Section 1. The synthesized temporal pulse is considerably shorter than the LTR excited from a typical handgun (see Figures 4 and 5) and thus the spatial location of any long lasting ringing may be located from the phased array image, and the strongest (largest amplitude) source may be reasonably presumed to be the location of the concealed metal item. To illustrate this, the phased array imagery data (simulated using the larger phased array) for the handgun alone was calculated (see Figure 6) ; the temporal data was found to have largest amplitude for the pixel coincident with the handgun's location.
As one moves away from the location of the handgun, the amplitude of the LTR decreases significantly; 30 cm (3 pixels) away from the handgun the amplitude has approximately halved and this value is halved again when one looks at temporal data from a pixel 60 cm (6 pixels) from the location of the handgun; 90 cm (9 pixels) away the LTR is very much attenuated. It may be seen (see Figure 6 ) that in addition to a reduction in amplitude of the LTR, moving away from the location of the handgun results in degradation of the LTR; which in the case of the gun alone consists of time shifted, superposed copies of the LTR. From these results it is clearly possible to locate the object's position to within ∼ 30 cm; furthermore because the LTR contains the aspect independent CNR frequencies of the object, it is possible to indentify the object as being, in this case, a handgun using the GPOF method, providing the CNR of the object are known a-priori. The identification of handguns that are not concealed on the human body, rather they are suspended in space, in an anechoic chamber is easily demonstrated in the laboratory [16] ; the measured LTR of an air pistol is displayed in Figure 7 .
Contrasting the results of illumination of the handgun alone (see Figure 6 ) with illumination of the human body, without the concealed handgun (see Figure 8 ), clearly shows that there is no LTR ringing Figure 6 . Temporal plots of the imaged handgun at a range of 2 metres, off body, in anechoic environment. The illuminating beam is steered centrally onto the target by a phased array consisting of 100 (10 by 10) antenna elements. Each curve represents the time domain data for a reconstructed object pixel of spatial resolution 10 cm square. The LTR for the pixel which coincides with the position of the handgun (solid curve) is very similar to the LTR of the handgun ( Figure 5 .) as expected; whereas pixels which do not coincide with the weapon's location have a smaller amplitude and are perturbed by clutter. associated with the human alone and the temporal return from a person without a concealed handgun appears very different from that of the handgun alone.
The human body simply reflects the transmitted monopulse so that the received temporal data looks very much like the transmitted monopulse for the central reconstructed object pixel; whereas pixels which do not coincide with the body have smaller amplitude and are perturbed by clutter, which in this case consists of time shifted, superposed monopulse reflections from all parts of the human body (see Figure 8) . When the human body is simulated with a concealed handgun (concealed centrally at waist level) the reconstructed temporal data (see Figure 9 ) is clearly very different from that of the human body without the weapon.
The LTR for the object pixel which coincides with the position of the handgun (solid curve in Figure 9 ) has a distinct LTR, however the shape is different to that of the gun alone (see Figure 6 ) and is very obviously different from the human body without the handgun (see Figure 8) . Pixels which do not coincide with the weapon position have a smaller amplitude and are perturbed by clutter, which in the case of the gun on body, consist of time shifted, superposed LTR and monopulse reflections from the human body. Reducing the number of transceiver elements in the phased array results in a less tightly focused beam, both illuminating the scene and in imaging (sampling) the scene and this has a deleterious effect on the quality of the LTR obtained. The worsening of the LTR is due to the effect of time broadening by Figure 7 . The LTR of an air pistol measured using a single transmitter and single receiver in the laboratory inside an anechoic chamber. reflection of the transmitted pulses as has been discussed earlier. The ability to spatially localize the source of the LTR is also degraded, as would be expected, because of the wider beam. Figure 10 shows the ability of the smaller (16 transceiver elements) array to spatially localize the source of the LTR of the handgun concealed on the human body.
Comparison of Figures 9 and 10 clearly show that the attenuation in amplitude of the LTR falls off less markedly, with offset from the handgun location, in the case of the smaller phased array than is the case with the larger array; thus spatial location of the source of the LTR is less accurate for the smaller array. Furthermore, the LTR ringing appears less pronounced in the case of the smaller array than is the case for the larger array; this is due to less effective Figure 8 . Temporal plots of the imaged human body, at a range of 2 metres, in an otherwise anechoic environment. The illuminating beam is steered centrally onto the body. Each curve represents the time domain data for a reconstructed object pixel of spatial resolution 10 cm square. The LTR for the pixel which coincides with the centre of the body (solid curve) appears very similar to the emitted monocycle pulse (see Figure 4) , whereas pixels which do not coincide with the body have a smaller amplitude and are perturbed by clutter; which in the case the body alone consists of time shifted, superposed reflections, from all parts of the human body, of the monocycle pulse. The time offset on the temporal axis is due to time of flight from transmitter to target and back to receiver and the artificial time shifts introduced for focusing.
suppression of temporal broadening effects resulting from the larger beam width (coarser imaging) provided by the smaller array. A single antenna cannot determine the spatial location of the LTR and temporal broadening obliterates much of the LTR (see Figure 11 ) making a single antenna system for screening for concealed weapons very unlikely to work in all but the most contrived conditions.
Processing of the temporal data, to remove the prompt response, i.e., the reflection of the monopulse and leave the LTR intact, enables the identification of the concealed object by application of the GPOF algorithm. This processing to extract any predominant LTR from the reconstructed temporal data can also be used to locate the spatial source of the LTR as was discussed earlier. The processing steps required to extract the LTR from phased array imaging of the illuminated scene to provide threat location and identification stage are summarized as follows:
1. Use SFCW radar, focused by phased array to illuminate target.
Simultaneous phased array imaging of illuminated scene produces image of scene at all microwave frequency steps in the SFCW Figure 9 . Temporal plots of the reconstructed image of handgun on the human body, at a range of 2 metres, in an otherwise anechoic environment provided by the larger phased array (100 transceiver elements). The illuminating beam is steered centrally onto the target. Each curve represents the time domain data for a reconstructed object pixel, at a spatial resolution of 10 cm, which are located on the concealed handgun and then successively offset by 30 cm. regime used. 2. Time domain transform of frequency domain data from step 1 to give time domain radar image by pulse synthesis [35] . 3. Scan microwave phased array image in temporal domain to find spatial locations of pixels with significant LTR and store these locations. 4. Separation of LTR from early time response (direct reflections) for all significant LTR present. 5. Application of GPOF to data from step 4 to identify object by comparison with known library of threat CNR; store identities of threats and their positions in scene.
Using the GPOF method to extract the CNR by decomposing the LTR works very well for the cases where the LTR can be easily separated from the prompt response, as is the case for the handgun alone (see Figures 6 and 7) ; however where there is significant reflection from the human body, the separation of the LTR from the prompt response is more problematical. A simple method of LTR separation is realized by finding the maximum peak in the temporal data, which Figure 10 . Temporal plots of the reconstructed image of handgun on the human body, at a range of 2 metres, in an otherwise anechoic environment provided by the smaller phased array (16 transceiver elements). The illuminating beam is steered centrally onto the target. Each curve represents the time domain data for a reconstructed object pixel, at a spatial resolution of 10 cm, which are located on the concealed handgun and then successively offset by 30 cm. Figure 11 . Temporal plot of the handgun on the human body, at a range of 2 metres, in an otherwise anechoic environment provided by a single transceiver element. There is a great deal of corruption for several ns after the first pulse is reflected by the body, this corruption makes the decomposition of the LTR difficult. A very attenuated LTR "tail" is still observable but in practice this is very weak and is not easily separated from the temporal clutter.
in most cases is associated with the prompt response, and, after a set time delay, sampling the data from a time window of preset length. The time delay is estimated from the width of the transmitted excitation pulse, which is ∼ 2 ns for the case simulated (see Figure 4) ; whereas the sampling window length is estimated by measurement of the time taken for the LTR to decay into the background noise clutter, about ∼ 10 ns, as is seen in the experimentally measured case of an airpistol (see Figure 7) . Applying this delay and windowing technique to the temporal data with the most prominent LTR for the two arrays simulated and the single antenna case gives the LTR data shown in Figure 12 .
Again, it is clear that the larger array presents a cleaner appearance than the data from the smaller array and the single antenna case. The results of applying the GPOF algorithm to these LTR data are presented in Table 1 ; as expected the single antenna LTR data is so corrupted that the recovered CNR do not correlate with the CNR of the handgun; this is what happens in practice when one tries to isolate LTR from a handgun that is concealed on a person -the CNR obtained from the LTR data do not allow the identification of an item or the discrimination of items. This situation is slightly improved with Figure 12 . The LTR data for the handgun on body after processing through steps 1-4. These LTR are then processed by the GPOF algorithm to give the aspect independent CNR frequencies which can be used to identify the object (see Table 1 ). however the 100 transceiver array does a better job and finds both the fundamental and a higher order CNR (−1.02 + i0.805) with better accuracy. In the case of the gun alone there is no problem in finding all three CNR with a single antenna, since the LTR is largely uncorrupted by reflected clutter. The optimum number of elements required to give a reasonably sized antenna array, which can reliably detect, identify and spatially locate concealed weapons, almost certainly lies in the region of 16-100 elements. This conclusion is easily drawn from the results presented: whereby single and sixteen element antenna arrays do not provide sufficient clarity of LTR; yet a one hundred element array certainly gives a good uncorrupted signal (see Figure 12 ). Since a square sixteen element array is about 2 metres square and a one hundred element array is 5 metres square it seems reasonable to assume that an actual system might well be forced, by size requirements alone, toward the lower number (16) of elements.
SUMMARY
To identify concealed threat objects, of size commensurate with that of a handgun, by means of their LTR, requires a phased array of antennae. The increased directivity afforded by such an array gives sufficient beam localization at microwave frequencies, reducing the temporal clutter which degrades the LTR and prevents one acquiring accurate estimates of the concealed objects CNR. Further, the ability to reconstruct a microwave image, by means of phased array imaging, allows spatial localization of the threat objects present in the scene to an accuracy approaching the spatial resolution achievable with the array, ∼ λ/L radians. It is demonstrated that an array consisting of resistively loaded bow-tie antenna [43] , of the kind developed for GPR work, and could be used to realize such a screening system. A phased array consisting of sixteen antennae would allow the determination of the fundamental CNR of a handgun concealed on the body; such an array would measure 2 metres square. A larger array consisting of 100 antennae would provide increased performance but would be impracticably large, measuring 5 metres square. The analysis presented considers only square configurations where the spacing of the antennae that make up the array is minimal; fewer elements might be used if a sparse array design [45] is utilized, saving on the number of antenna elements and transceiver channels required to implement an effective solution.
